STAY AHEAD,
UPGRADE YOUR DESIGN.
MAKE A GREAT AND MEANINGFUL IMPACT
FOR YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS IN JUST WEEKS!

CREATIVE DESIGN SPRINTS

CREATIVE SPRINTS

Boost your sales, margins and customer satisfaction, differentiate
your company from the competition and impact your long term
brand development strategy by joining a product, service, visual
identity or design language sprint.

PRODUCT DESIGN
SPRINT

VISUAL IDENTITY
SPRINT

DESIGN LANGUAGE
SPRINT

Intense product design exploration and

Translate your company’s vision and values

Create your own design language to be

development upon which you will have

into a refreshing, exciting and inspiring set

used consistently across product lines.

a new product design ready to bring into

of coherent tools. Become more recognisable

Improve your strategic advantage by being

preparation for manufacturing.

and build customer engagement and loyalty.

more recognizable and communicate
a unified product identity.

4 WEEKS

4 WEEKS

4 WEEKS

REVIEWS

We help you review, analyse and assess the upgrade potential
of your existing designs, design language or visual identity.
Together, we identify where the best opportunities are and
decide on small adjustments or complete revisions.

DESIGN UPGRADE
REVIEW

DESIGN LANGUAGE
REVIEW

VISUAL IDENTITY
UPGRADE REVIEW

Review your product or line of products and

Review your product identity strategy

Review and audit of your visual identity,

analyse potential opportunities for

and needs for an improved form design

identify pain points and propose upgrades

reworking, upgrade or facelift.

language. Identify the key signifiers relevant

to your existing graphic system. Receive

to your brand and expand, consistently.

executable recommendations and guidelines
to improve your visual identity.

2 WEEKS

2 WEEKS

2 WEEKS

REVIEWS

Comprehensive and strategic design reviews to ensure
a long-term success. Take the necessary steps towards
sustainable solutions or make the necessary adjustments
to your product portfolio to go further, better.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
REVIEW

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
REVIEW

Review current products and identify sustainability

Review strategy and upgrade potential for existing

improvements opportunities. Move towards more

product line or portfolio. Prepare for necessary

sustainable solutions and circular economy.

revision of the company’s product portfolio.

3 WEEKS

6 WEEKS

4 STEPS TO INNOVATE
WITH OUR ‘DEEP’
DESIGN PROCESS.

DEEP design builds on fundamental understanding of needs
and dreams; it challenges conventional wisdom, it applies
intensive iterative process and pursue excellence to meet
fundamental human needs. It takes a product, a service,
a brand, to a higher level.

RESEARCH
PREPARATION

DISCOVER

EXPLORE

EMERGE

PRODUCE

PRE-PHASE

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Optimization of the overall

Discover key informations,

Exploration of a wide range of

Emergence of the final result

We can assist you, from a design

workflow and gathering of

processing and analysis of

possible concepts and solutions.

of the design sprint through

point of view, in implementing

essential research information.

research materials. Identification

We will think the unthinkable!

refinement, modification and

the final design into samples

Clarification of areas of

of competition landscape, pain

simplification of the design:

and production.

engagement and pain points

points and discovery of unmet

Nothing more to add; nothing

to tackle during the sprint.

opportunities.

left to take away.

BOOK YOUR CREATIVE
DESIGN SPRINT,
TALK TO US NOW!
TAREERAT SAPSRITHONG (BUI)
Marketing & Business Development Manager
E: tsa@jacobjensen.com
T: +66 8 9679 6555

